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Abstract — In this paper, we compare the accuracy of four
bifacial irradiance models used in the photovoltaic industry, by
benchmarking them against field measurements. Using the
bifacial irradiance modeling tools bifacial_radiance (ray tracing),
bifacialvf, pvfactors and PVSyst, we modeled the front- and backside irradiance at two test sites: a fixed-tilt PV system installed in
Albuquerque, NM and a single-axis tracker PV system installed in
Davis, CA. We found that all four models predicted annual energy
impact of bifacial gain within ±1% of one another, and the fast
view-factors-based models matched the accuracy of the more
computationally intensive ray tracing model. We also investigated
the impact of albedo and found bifacial gain values of about 4%
for the 0.16 albedo condition and about 9% for the 0.56 albedo
condition for the single-axis tracking system. Our model
validation work shows that pvfactors is an accurate and highly
customizable solution for evaluating the front and backside
irradiance in bifacial PV systems.
Index terms – bifacial PV, open source PV modeling, view factor
models, ray tracing

I. INTRODUCTION
Bifacial photovoltaic (PV) technology is growing rapidly.
The International Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaic
(ITRPV) predicts the market share of bifacial modules will
increase to more than 35% in 2028 [1]. Hence, in recent years,
significant effort has been invested in developing tools to model
performance of bifacial PV systems. Calculating the available
irradiance on the front and back surfaces of a PV array is a
crucial step to bifacial performance modeling. The available
bifacial irradiance models primarily rely on either ray-tracing
or view-factor methods to calculate the different components of
irradiance incident on the front and back surfaces of PV arrays.
In this paper, we compared the accuracy of four bifacial
irradiance models (bifacial_radiance [2], bifacialvf [3],
pvfactors [4], and PVsyst [5]) using the field measured data
from a fixed-tilt and a single-axis tracking PV test sites.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Bifacial Irradiance Models
Four bifacial irradiance models were used in this study. The
methods used in the models and their characteristics are
discussed below.
The “bifacial_radiance” model used the RADIANCE
simulation tool [6], which is based on the backward ray-tracing
method and is capable of modeling complicated 3D scenes.
Using this tool, details of the system such as racking system,
frames, and ground footings were modeled. Fig. 1 shows the
generated scene using this model for the fixed-tilt test system at
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM. Furthermore,
this model is capable of modeling backside non-uniformity and
edge effects which are impactful on the performance of bifacial
PV systems. While the broadband spectral effects are not
considered in RADIANCE, the model ran simultaneous
simulations in three color channels (R, G, and B) which gave
an approximate behavior in the visible spectrum. These features
depended on the level of accuracy of the modeled 3D scene and
came at approximately 104 to 105 greater computational time
compared to the other models.
The “bifacialvf” 2D model was based on the use of view
(configuration) factors to calculate the fraction of the irradiance
sources which was received by the front and back surfaces of
the PV arrays. This model used an angle-of-incidence (AOI)
correction method for both frontside and backside irradiances

Fig. 1. Rendered image from the RADIANCE simulation tool for the
fixed-tilt PV system installed at Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM.

and used a transmission factor to account for the light which
penetrates the modules and hits the ground.
The “pvfactors” model was also based on a 2D view-factor
method and calculated the irradiance on the front and back
surfaces of PV arrays. In this model, reflections from all defined
surfaces of the modeled system were accounted for
simultaneously and the user defined the diffuse reflectivity
values for the front and back sides of the PV modules. This
model did not apply AOI correction to the calculated
irradiances.
The “PVSyst” bifacial model for single-axis trackers was
introduced in the 6.7.0 releases of the software and was based
on a 2D view-factor model. For the frontside irradiance,
different AOI correction methods such as Fresnel, Sandia, and
Ashrae models were available. Several tuning factors such as
“Structure shading factor” and “Mismatch loss factor” were
included as user inputs.
2D models such as bifacialvf, pvfactors, and the PVSyst
models assume that the irradiance is invariant along the PV
rows, meaning that the PV rows are infinitely long. This
assumption is valid for large-scale PV systems where the edge
effects have minimal impact on the backside irradiance.
B. Field Testing Sites
The field test sites consisted of two PV systems: a fixed 35°
tilted south-facing PV system installed at Sandia National
Laboratories in Albuquerque, NM (Fig. 2a), and a single-axis
tracking PV system installed at the SunPower R&D Ranch in
Davis, CA (Fig. 2b). Site albedo values were monitored with
onsite albedometers and typical values were 0.22 and 0.16 for
Albuquerque and Davis, respectively.
The Albuquerque fixed-tilt PV system consists of multiple
PV rows and all plane-of-array irradiance measurements were
taken on one of the interior PV rows, as shown in Fig. 2a.
Frontside measurements were taken using a SunPower
reference cell, an EETS reference cell, and a CMP11
pyranometer. On the back side the measurements were taken by
a SunPower reference cell. The backside plane-of-array (POA)
reference cell was installed near the center of the PV row with
respect to both the row width and length. The racking system
incorporated large concrete footings that cast shadows on the
ground behind the PV rows.
The Davis PV system shown in Fig. 2b had three single-axis
trackers installed next to each other and rotating at the same
angle. The POA irradiance measurements were performed on
the middle tracker using both an SR11 pyranometer and an
EETS reference cell for each side of that tracker. The front and
back POA sensors were installed at the center of the tracker
with respect to both its length and width. During the test period
of four months, the single-axis trackers alternated between truetracking mode where the trackers always follow the sun
position, and back-tracking mode where the trackers avoid
direct inter-row shading between the modules. There were also
periods during which a reflective white cover was installed on

Fig. 2. (a) The fixed-tilt PV system installed at Sandia National
Laboratories in Albuquerque, NM. (b) The single-axis tracking PV
system installed at SunPower R&D Ranch in Davis, CA.

the ground underneath the PV system to test high albedo
conditions.
Both sites used research-grade irradiance stations that
provided accurate direct normal and diffuse horizontal
irradiance measurements which were used as inputs to the
bifacial models. Kipp & Zonen CMA 11 albedometers
performed continuous measurements at both sites.
III. DATA AND RESULTS
A. Bifacial Model Validation for Fixed-tilt PV System
We compared the measured and modeled irradiance for the
fixed-tilt PV system in Albuquerque between September 2016
and January 2018. Fig. 3 shows measured and modeled
backside irradiance data from a representative day for the
system. While the measured data and bifacial_radiance results
showed midday backside irradiance of approximately 80 W/m2,
the 2D models showed backside irradiance of closer to 100
W/m2. However, the bifacial_radiance case produced results
similar to the 2D models when excluding the complex racking
system (purple trace).
We observed seasonal dependence in both measured and
calculated daily backside insolation at the Albuquerque site.
Fig. 4a shows that daily backside insolation on the fixed-tilt
system peaks during the summer and is the lowest during the
winter. Fig. 4b shows large seasonal variations in percentage
errors between the measured and calculated backside incident
daily insolation, with the highest variations observed during the

Fig. 3. Comparison of measured (reference cell) and modeled
irradiance data for the Fixed Tilt Ground Mount (FT) system on June
22, 2017. We found measured backside irradiance values to peak at
around 80 W/m2 during midday time intervals. The 3D bifacial
radiance model yielded the best match to the measured backside
irradiance data.

Fig. 4. Timeseries comparison between daily backside insolation
measured on the Albuquerque fixed-tilt system using a SPWR
reference cell, and the predicted values from pvfactors. (a) 3-day
rolling average of daily insolation measured and calculated (b) 3-day
rolling average of relative differences between pvfactors daily
insolation predictions and the measurements as a timeseries (c)
Relative differences as a distribution (without rolling average)

winter and lowest values observed during the summer. These
variations led to a large overall prediction error with a median
at 17% and a large interquartile spread, as shown in Fig. 4c.
B. Bifacial Model Validation for Single-axis Tracking PV
System
We compared the measured and modeled irradiance for the
single-axis tracking PV system in Davis between August 2018
and January 2019 in Davis which spanned a period of multiple
controlled tests. Fig. 5 shows measured and modeled backside
irradiance data from a representative day. The 2D and 3D
models all showed a distinctive shape with midday irradiance
peaking around 30 W/m2 and dropping below 20 W/m2 in the
early morning and late afternoon. However, the measured
values showed higher values greater than 25 W/m2 for most of
the day. In Fig. 5, pvfactors used a baseline PV row front
reflectivity of 3%.
Based on the data from the single-axis tracker test facility,
we conducted additional model validation and development
with pvfactors. First, we explored modeling inputs for pvfactors
to account for the discrepancy observed in Fig. 5. Then we
studied daily energy residuals in frontside and backside
irradiance with the pvfactors model.
A key parameter in a bifacial irradiance model is the
reflectivity of objects in the scene. Fig. 6 shows the impact of
varying PV reflectivity assumptions on the daily error in
measured (from reference cell) versus modeled backside
insolation. We found that a PV row front reflectivity of 6.5%

Fig. 5. Comparison of measured (reference cell) and modeled
irradiance data for the Single-Axis Tracking (SAT) system on
October 8, 2018. We found measured backside irradiance values to
peak at around 30 W/m2 during midday time intervals.

minimized the absolute error of the model in daily insolation
versus reference cells.
Fig. 7 shows the irradiance components accounting for the
total backside irradiance where the irradiance components from
the sky dome were based on the Perez model and the irradiance
components from reflections were based on the view-factor
model in pvfactors [7]. Fig. 7 shows the irradiance accounting
for a low albedo case of ~0.16 and a high albedo case of ~0.56.
In the low albedo case, reflections from the neighboring PV row

Fig. 6. Difference in daily backside insolation between reference cell
and pvfactors model for a range of PV reflectivity values (left).
Distribution of daily backside insolation differences by ground
albedo condition for a range of PV reflectivity values (right).

accounted for most of the backside irradiance during the
beginning and the end of the day, while reflections from the
ground accounted for most of the total sum when the trackers
become flatter, closer to solar noon. In the high albedo case, PV
row reflections had a lower overall contribution due to the
elevated impact of ground reflections. The input parameter of
the model for PV row front reflectivity value of 17% showed
the closest correspondence with the pyranometer data (Fig.7,
blue points). The reference cell data (Fig. 7, orange points)
showed the closest correspondence when pvfactors used a 6.5%
PV front row reflectivity value as shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8 shows a similar comparison between pvfactors daily
insolation predictions and the sensors measurements (from
SR11 pyranometer) that is broken down between all four types
of testing periods at the Davis site where we alternate the PV
system configuration between true-tracking vs. back-tracking,
and high albedo vs. low albedo. Pvfactors daily insolation
predictions showed low absolute error in daily energy with the
SR11 pyranometer measurements and PV row front reflectivity
of 17% for both sides of the single-axis tracker, and for all four
testing periods.
C. Bifacial Gain Estimates
In addition to the model validation we computed bifacial gain
estimates based on the data in this study. We refer to the bifacial
gain calculated using the irradiance data as “bifacial insolation
gain” which was calculated as the percentage of rear-side
insolation to the front-side insolation and adjusted by a 75%
module bifaciality. For energy production, we refer to the gain
as “bifacial energy gain” which was calculated as the increase
in bifacial energy production over the energy production of a
reference monofacial PV system. As part of this study we
conducted an albedo experiment based on a reflective ground

Fig. 7. Hourly average measurements from the SR11 pyranometer
and EETS reference cell on the back side of the Davis middle singleaxis tracker, as well as pvfactors predictions for back side total
incident irradiance and the pvfactors calculated contributions from
the sky dome and the PV array reflections. (a) During a normal low
albedo day (no reflective cover) on October 12, 2018 (b) During a
high albedo day (with white reflective cover on the ground) on
September 8, 2018.

Fig. 8. Comparison of daily insolation on both front and back surface
and calculated by pvfactors, with measurements from SR11
pyranometers for each test condition of the Davis single-axis tracker
PV system: (a) true-tracking and high albedo, (b) true-tracking and
low albedo, (c) back-tracking and high albedo, (d) back-tracking and
low albedo.

covering and a tracking experiment with back-tracking and
true-tracking conditions.
Fig. 9 shows the comparison of bifacial insolation gain
calculated for various models discussed in this study for the
fixed tilt system in Albuquerque and the single axis tracking
system in Davis. The modeling analysis used daily median
albedo values as determined by onsite albedometers. For the
fixed tilt system, all the models predicted a bifacial insolation

Fig. 9. Insolation bifacial gain estimates for both PV systems shown
in Fig. 2, and for the four bifacial models under investigation.
Modeled bifacial gain for the Fixed-Tilt system was 5.5-7.5% and
modeled bifacial gain for the single-axis tracking system was 3-4%.
The bifacial gain values used a 75% module bifaciality factor.

gain of 5.5% to 7.1%, compared to the measured value of
approximately 6%. For the single-axis tracking system, the
bifacial insolation gains were in the range of 3 to 4%, as
compared to the 5% measured value. For the single-axis
tracking system, data from both the albedo and tracking
experiments were included and the pvfactors model used a PV
row front reflectivity value of 3%.
Fig. 10 shows the bifacial insolation gain for tracking
conditions at the single-axis tracking site in Davis. We studied
both the back-tracking case where interrow shading is
suppressed and true-tracking where the tracker angle used in
each timestamp minimized incident angle of the direct light
from the sun onto the PV array. The data in the plot was
collected from EETS reference cells across alternating 3 days
in each tracking configuration. Similar bifacial gain values
were observed for both the back-tracking and true-tracking
cases.
Fig. 11 shows the measured bifacial insolation gain for two
albedo conditions at the single-axis tracking site in Davis. We
used a white reflective ground cover to increase the natural
albedo of 0.16 for the site to an elevated value of 0.56. Bifacial
insolation gain values in backside irradiance of 4% were
observed for the 0.16 albedo condition, and values of 9% were
observed for the 0.56 albedo condition. Bifacial energy gain
values of 4.1% for the low albedo condition and 10.1% for the
high albedo condition were observed for strings of 9 bifacial
modules with 75±3% module bifaciality.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Impact of Racking Geometry in 2D Models
The backside irradiance that we observed for the fixed-tilt
system in Fig. 3 showed a difference between the 2D models
and the 3D model, which we attribute to the complex racking

Fig. 10. Bifacial insolation gain for back-tracking and true-tracking
modes for the single-axis tracking PV system in Davis. The impact
of tracking mode was not significant for either (a) high albedo ~0.56
or (b) low albedo ~0.16 condition. Each point represents daily bifacial
insolation gain values.

system. The racking system in Fig. 2a included large concrete
footings and these backside obstructions were included in the
3D bifacial_radiance model. Shadows cast by the concrete
footings grow longer during the winter time because of the
lower sun elevation angles, which could cause to the larger
prediction errors observed during the winter. Our simulations
suggest that the concrete footings reduced the ground reflection
irradiance on the backside of the PV modules and introduced
seasonal error in the daily energy predictions (Fig. 4b). To
validate this hypothesis, we ran bifacial_radiance simulations
without the racking structures and found that these simulations
aligned with the 2D model results. Most of the fixed-tilt
systems designed for bifacial modules do not use large concrete
footings such as the racking system at the Sandia test site, so
we expect the 2D models to accurately represent bifacial gain
in commercial systems.
In addition to the racking model, we considered the impact
of edge effects as a possible source of the discrepancy between
the measured and 2D modeled backside irradiance in Fig. 3.
Edge effects cause outer modules receive more backside
irradiance from the sky dome and ground reflection than inner
modules. In small PV systems, 2D models may underestimate
bifacial gain relative to 3D models due to edge effects.
However, we observed overestimation in the predicted backside
irradiance for the fixed-tilt PV system from 2D models which

is sensitive to AOI losses, it is recommended to use the default
reflectivity of materials and include AOI losses in the models.
C. Bifacial Gain Estimates

Fig. 11. Bifacial gain for the high and low albedo cases for the singleaxis tracking PV system in Davis. Bifacial gain values of about 4%
were observed for the 0.16 albedo condition and about 9% were
observed for the 0.56 albedo condition. Bifacial insolation gain (blue,
orange) assumed a 75% module bifaciality and bifacial energy gain
(green) was relative to a monofacial reference PV system. Error bars
are based on calibration uncertainty for bifacial insolation gain and
population standard deviation for bifacial energy gain.

suggests the edge effects were less important for the test array
than the impact of the complex racking system.
AOI losses may also lead to modeling error where
underestimated AOI losses leads to overestimated bifacial gain
relative to measured values. Although pvfactors used zero AOI
losses similar to pyranometers and bifacialvf used higher AOI
losses typical of reference cells, both models showed
overestimation relative to measured reference cell values (Fig.
3). Furthermore, the bifacial insolation gains shown in Fig. 11
for pyranometers and reference cells suggest that AOI losses
have <0.3% absolute impact on bifacial gains. We find that the
discrepancy between measured and modeled backside
irradiance data for the fixed-tilt system is driven by racking
geometry rather than edge effects or AOI losses.
B. Assumption of Module Reflectivity
The small variance of pvfactors prediction errors with respect
to the pyranometer measurements (Fig. 8) confirms that
pvfactors accurately models backside irradiance. These results
are valid under true-tracking and back-tracking operations, as
well as low and high albedo conditions. We also showed that
the model was accurate for both daily energy sums and hourly
mean irradiance values.
As we explored the residual error as a function of PV row
front reflectivity (Fig. 6), we found that a value of 6.5% resulted
in the lowest error versus the reference cells and 17% resulted
in the lowest error versus the pyranometer. While it is
interesting to see lower residuals to pvfactor model using higher
reflectivity of neighboring rows, since data from reference cells

In terms of the impact of bifacial gain on annual energy, all
models deliver similar results to the measured values within 1%
absolute. This finding suggests that a range of bifacial
irradiance models provide accurate estimates of energy gain,
assuming the models use similar input parameters. The module
bifaciality value of 75% was chosen as a representative value
for backside metallized c-Si modules types.
For the aggregate insolation bifacial gain data in Fig. 9, we
observed somewhat lower values in the modeled results of 34% versus the measured result of 5%. We attribute this
discrepancy to the lower PV row front reflectivity values of
about 3% used by the models in Fig. 9 and expect more accurate
model alignment with a PV row front reflectivity values of
6.5% as depicted in Fig. 6.
We found a strong impact on bifacial gain based on ground
albedo (Fig. 11) which is consistent with expectations. The
experiment in Fig. 10 was designed to study the net impact of
true-tracking and back-tracking tracking modes on backside
irradiance. Under the true-tracking condition, larger ground
shadows decrease backside irradiance from reflections and
higher tilt angle increases backside irradiance from the sky
dome relative to the back-tracking condition. We found that
tracking strategy has a weak impact on bifacial gain and we
suggest that tracking strategy should focus on maximizing
frontside insolation.
We observed similar values in bifacial insolation gain and
bifacial energy gain (Fig. 11), due to the 75% bifaciality value
assumed in the insolation bifacial gain. This observation
suggests that irradiance models accurately predict bifacial gain
in energy production and that additional losses from
temperature or mismatch losses do not significantly impact the
electrical performance.
V. CONCLUSION
Four bifacial irradiance models relying on two different
methods, 3D ray-tracing (bifacial_radiance), and 2D viewfactor (bifacialvf, pvfactors, and PVSyst) are used to model a
fixed-tilt system in Albuquerque, NM and a single-axis tracking
system in Davis, CA. The modeled front and backside
irradiances are compared to the measured irradiance from the
reference cells and pyranometers installed at the site. Results
indicate that the 2D bifacial models available in the industry
estimate bifacial insolation gain with about 1% absolute
accuracy across both fixed-tilt and tracking PV systems with a
wide range of albedo values. Although the 3D model allows for
higher resolution and flexibility of modeling PV systems, the
available 2D models are sufficiently accurate to predict annual
energy for any well-characterized bifacial PV system.
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